2 reduction*for*the*EU*countries*by*up*to*95%*by*2050*is*needed* [1] .*Towards*this* goal,*the*integration*of*renewable*energy*sources*in*the*energy*mix*of*the*future*is* expected*to*rise*(Figure*1).*However,*the*output*of*many*renewable*energy*sources,* such*as*wind*and*solar,*is*highly*variable,*producing*fluctuating*and*partly* unpredictable*amounts*of*electricity*over*time*[2I5].*Therefore,*the*constant* mismatch*between*supply*and*demand*can*have*a*serious*impact*on*grid*reliability* and*security*of*supply.*This*constitutes*a*new*challenge,*which*requires*the* introduction*of*advanced*energy*storage*solutions.* There*are*a*number*of*benefits*associated*with*the*introduction*of*energy*storage* systems*in*the*built*environment.*Electrical*energy*storage*(EES)*systems*can* contribute*to*increasing*power*systems'*efficiency,*as*they*can*effectively*manage* the*surplus*electricity*generation*from*renewable*energy*technologies,*which*would* otherwise*be*wasted.*In*this*way,*electricity*storage*helps*to*maximize*the*value*and* the*contribution*of*intermittent*renewables*[2,*6].*Furthermore,*EES*systems*can* assist*in*the*improvement*of*the*electrical*grid*stability*and*reliability,*as*they*can* address*the*fluctuations*in*consumption*and*generation*by*providing*the*necessary* flexibility* [2] .*In*addition,*EES*solutions*can*contribute*to*the*increase*of*energy* security*and*quality*of*supply,*by*sustaining*frequency*and*voltage*at*the*required* levels* [2,*7] .*For*example,*electricity*storage*options*could*deal*with*the*occurring* voltage*sags*in*case*of*a*power*failure,*ensuring*reliability*of*supply.* This*paper*focuses*on*the*use*of*EES*systems*in*buildings,*which*account*for*a* significant*share*of*global*electricity*end*use*and*carbon*emissions.*Therefore,*the* built*environment*with*its*various*uses*has*a*high*emission*reduction*potential*and* this*could*be*achieved*through*a*modern*electricity*supply*system*based*on* renewable*sources*and*their*smart*management.*EES*systems*will*provide* operational*flexibility*within*a*building*or*in*the*electric*grid,*by*injecting*and* absorbing*electrical*energy*to*and*from*the*grid*as*needed.**Hence,*a*combination*of* EES*systems*in*a*variety*of*sizes*and*scales,*from*bulk*EES*installations*to*smaller* community*and*local*EES*systems,*will*eventually*emerge*in*the*future*built* environment* [8] .* According*to* [9] ,*there*is*a*great*potential*for*environmental,*economic*and*energy* diversity*benefits*through*the*use*of*advanced*electricity*storage*technologies.* Considering*the*planned*largeIscale*introduction*of*renewable*energy*sources*in*the* built*environment*in*the*coming*years,*electricity*storage*will*play*a*double*role.*On* one*hand,*it*will*enable*renewable*energy*to*be*captured*and*stored*for*later*use,* without*wasting*extra*amounts*of*resources*for*electricity*generation;*therefore,* according*to* [9] ,*it*will*be*a*source*of*efficiency.*On*the*other*hand,*it*can*also*serve* as*a*valuable*tool*that*will*provide*the*needed*flexibility*in*energy*supply,*by* smoothing*out*the*mismatch*between*supply*and*demand.*Given*the*attempts* currently*being*made*towards*the*reduction*of*CO 2 *emissions,*electrical*energy* storage)technologies,)along)with)renewable)energy)technologies,)are)expected)to)be) a)necessary)element)of)the)built)environment)in)the)future) [ With)growing)concerns)about)the)environmental)impacts)of)the)electricity)sector,) the)EES)market)is)developing)quite)rapidly)and)the)performance)characteristics)of) the)technologies)are)constantly)improving.)Furthermore,)there)are)a)limited)number) of)interHinstitutional)collaborations)in)this)field)globally)at)present.)Some) collaborative)research)projects)have)been)taking)place)in)the)US)with)good)results) [12, )15H20].)However,)a)great)deal)of)research)on)EES)around)the)globe)is)conducted) by)Universities,)organizations)or)companies)independently.)Hence,)the)aim)of)this) study)is)to)gather)the)most)recent)findings)in)the)field)and)analyse)their)potential)use) in)relation)to)the)integration)of)EES)systems)in)the)built)environment.)
11. High)temperature)Sodium)nickel)chloride)(NaNiCl))batteries,) 12. Zinc/Bromine)(ZnBr))batteries,) 13 . RedoxHflow)batteries,) 14. MetalHair)(ZnHAir))batteries,)and) 15 . Hydrogen)storage)used)with)either)a)fuel)cell)or)a)gas)turbine.)
The)functionality)and)operation)of)the)EES)technologies)and)the)description)of)their) performance)parameters)have)been)previously)discussed)in)the)literature)[4,)6,) 21H 24] .)Therefore,)the)present)paper)presents)an)extension)of)the)previous)literature) and)focuses)on)the)stateHofHtheHart)EES)technologies.)It)provides)a)comprehensive) updated)review)of)the)currently)available)EES)systems)and)their)characteristics.)The) performance)parameters)considered)in)this)review)are)the)following:) 1. Energy)and)power)rating,) 2. Volumetric)and)gravimetric)energy)density,) 3. Volumetric)and)gravimetric)power)density,) 4. Discharge)time,) 5. Response)time,) 6. Operating)temperature,) 7. SelfHdischarge)rate,) 8. RoundHtrip)efficiency,) 9. Critical)battery)voltage) 10. Lifetime)(in)years)and)cycles),) 11. Investment)power)and)energy)cost,) 12. Spatial)requirement,) 13 . Environmental)impact,) 14. Recharge)time,) 15. Memory)effect)(for)rechargeable)batteries),) 16 . Maintenance)requirements,) 17. Recyclability,) 18. Technical)maturity,) 19. Transportability,)and) 20. Cumulative)energy)demand) ) 2.*Electrical*energy*storage*technologies*
2.1$Classification$of$EES$technologies$
EES)technologies,)according)to)[2,)11,)25],)can)be)separated)into)two)categories:) "high)power")and)"high)energy")storage)systems.)High)power)storage)systems) deliver)energy)at)very)high)rates)but)typically)for)short)times)(less)than)10s),)while) highHenergy)storage)systems)can)provide)energy)for)hours.)There)are)also) technologies)that)can)be)used)either)in)high)power)or)high)energy)systems)and)these) are)the)electrochemical)storage)systems.)The)classification)of)the)technologies)into) the)above)categories)is)shown)in) Table) 1.)In)addition,)with)regard)to)the)mechanisms) for)storing)electrical)energy,)EES)can)use)electrical)fields,)mechanical)energy)or) chemical)energy) [11] .) ) Table) 1:)Classification)of)EES)systems ) *Electrochemical)EES)systems)can)be)used)either)in)high)power)(HP))or)high)energy) (HE))applications) ) For)example,)as) Table) 1)shows,)SMES,)EDLCs/supercapacitors,)and)flywheels)are) suitable)for)high)power)and)short)duration)applications,)providing)power)quality)and) grid)stability.)SMES)and)EDLCs)use)electromagnetic)and)electrostatic)energy) correspondingly)to)store)the)available)electrical)energy,)while)flywheels)use) rotational)energy,)which)is)a)form)of)mechanical)energy.)On)the)other)hand,)CAES) and)pumped)hydro)energy)storage)systems)are)suitable)for)high)energy)applications,) providing)load)leveling)and)seasonal)storage)improving)the)reliability)of)the)grid.) These)systems)convert)electrical)energy)to)and)from)mechanical)energy.)High)power) or)high)energy)electrochemical)storage)systems)store)chemical)energy,)which)is)then) converted)back)to)electricity)when)needed.)
As) [11] )argues,)the)requirements)concerning)power,)energy)and)discharge)times)are) very)different)and)are)presented)in) Figure) 2,)taken)from)the)International) Electrotechnical)Commission's)white)paper)on)electrical)energy)storage) [26] .) Figure) 2) comprises)not)only)the)application)areas)of)today's)EES)systems)but)also)the) predicted)range)in)future)applications.)For)example,)the)world's)two)CAES)plants) currently)in)operation)are)installed)in)Germany)and)the)USA)and)have)a)power)rating) of)290MW)and)110MW)respectively) [11,)26] .)However,)according)to)the) International)Electrotechnical)Commission,)CAES)applications')rated)power)is) projected)to)exceed)500MW,)so)systems)of)this)power)are)expected)to)be)installed)in) the)future) [26] .)In)addition,)the)LiHion)battery)project)of)12MW)in)Chile)was)the) largest)of)its)kind)when)it)was)built)in)2009) [27] .)The)system)could)feed)the)grid)with) electricity)at)this)power)for)20)minutes) [26] .)In)2011)a)much)bigger)LiHion)installation) of)32MW)that)is)able)to)deliver)its)rated)power)for)15)minutes)was)realized)in)West) Virginia,)USA) [27] .)Hopefully,)as) Figure) 2)suggests,)the)range)of)LiHion)applications') power,)energy)and)discharge)time)values)will)be)expanded)even)further)in)future) applications,)i.e.)up)to)50MW/50MWh.) Figure) 2:)Comparison)of)rated)power,)energy)content)and)discharge)time)of)different) EES)technologies) [26] )(after)Schwunk)2011)) ) The)currently)available)types)of)EES)technologies)exhibit)a)large)spectrum)of) performances)and)capacities)to)match)different)application)environments)and) electricity)storage)scales.)Not)all)EES)systems)are)commercially)available)in)the) ranges)shown)at)present,)but)according)to) [26] )all)are)expected)to)become) important.)Moreover,)most)of)the)technologies)could)be)implemented)with)even) larger)power)output)and)energy)capacity,)as)all)systems)have)a)modular)design.)The) general)upHtoHdate)characteristics)of)each)technology)along)with)relevant) international)experience)from)case)studies)and)demonstration)projects)are)given) below.)The)technologies)of)high)power)are)presented)first,)those)of)high)energy) second)and)then)follow)the)electrochemical)storage)systems.) Figure 2 -9 a general overview of EES is given. In this doublelogarithmic chart the rated power (W) is plotted against the energy content (Wh) of EES systems.
$

2.2$High$power$EES$technologies$
2.2.1-Superconducting-Magnetic-Storage-Systems-(SMES)-
The nominal discharge time at rated power can also be seen, covering a range from seconds larger power output and energy capacity, as all systems have a modular design, or could at least be doubled (apart from PHS and some restrictions for underground storage of H 2 , SNG and CAES). If a larger power range or higher energy capacity is not realized, it will be mainly for economic reasons (cost per kW and cost per kWh, respectively). er ambitious, but in Figure 2 -9 a general rview of EES is given. In this doublerithmic chart the rated power (W) is plotted inst the energy content (Wh) of EES systems.
nominal discharge time at rated power can be seen, covering a range from seconds least be doubled (apart from PHS and some restrictions for underground storage of H 2 , SNG and CAES). If a larger power range or higher energy capacity is not realized, it will be mainly for economic reasons (cost per kW and cost per kWh, respectively). This)technology)has)installed)capacities)of)up)to)about)10MW)and)is)most)commonly) used)for)power)quality)improvement.)According)to)[3,)22],)soHcalled)microHSMES) devices)in)the)range)of)1H10)MW)are)commercially)available)and)as) [11] )observes,) they)are)used)in)a)number)of)technical)applications)where)very)high)magnetic)fields) are)required,)such)as)in)medical)devices.)It)should)be)noted)that)SMES)cannot)be) currently)used)as)high)power)storage)systems)for)gridHscale)storage.)Issues)related)to) the)complexity,)the)efficiency,)the)high)cost)and)environmental)impact)of)the)system) have)hindered)the)widespread)deployment)of)this)technology)[4,)9,)11].)However,) such)facilities)have)been)used)in)a)test)bed)project)in)northern)Wisconsin)to)provide) grid)stability)[3,)4,)9].)The)system)consists)of)six)or)seven)units)rated)at)3)MW) power/0.83)kWh)energy)and)is)the)largest)SMES)installation)so)far) [28,)29] .) )
2.2.2-Supercapacitors-/Electrochemical-double@layer-capacitors-(EDLCs)-
These)systems)would)be)more)suitable)for)applications)with)many)charge)and) discharge)cycles)and)discharge)times)around)10)seconds) [11] .)EDLCs)can)be)used)in) various)applications,)but)are)particularly)common)in)energy)smoothing)and) momentaryHload)devices.)For)example,)they)serve)as)efficient)battery)packs)in) vehicles,)in)wireless)communications)or)in)mobile)computing) [30] .)According)to) [31] ,) they)are)also)used)in)industrial)applications)(e.g.)electronic)door)locks))or)smaller) installations)like)home)solar)energy)systems)where)very)fast)charging)is)sometimes) required.)Furthermore,)they)can)be)used)in)combination)with)battery)storage)in) uninterruptible)power)supplies)(UPS))and)similar)applications.)Such)hybrid)storage) facilities)provide)the)flexibility)to)use)the)most)appropriate)system)between)the)two) according)to)the)duration)of)the)interruption.)On)this)occasion,)EDLCs)can)deal)with) short)interruptions,)while)the)batteries)are)required)to)handle)only)long) interruptions.)For)example,)EDLCs)would)operate)in)the)cases)that)interruptions)are) in)the)order)of)milliseconds)or)seconds,)while)batteries)would)only)be)used)when) disruptions)in)the)range)of)minutes)to)hours)occur.)This)results)in)the)reduction)of) the)batteries')cycling)duty)and)the)extension)of)their)lifetime)[10,)13,)32].)
In)addition,)a)new)storage)technology)for)gridHscale)energy)storage)was)recently) developed)by)researchers)from)Drexel)University) [33] .)It)is)an)"electrochemical)flow) capacitor")and)it)stores)energy)in)the)same)way)as)a)supercapacitor.)This)promising) technology)is)said)to)be)fast,)efficient)and)less)costly)to)scale)up)for)large,)industrial) applications.) )
2.2.3-Flywheels-
These)are)typical)high)power)storage)systems)and)are)used)in)applications)that) intersect)the)areas)of)capacitors)and)batteries)for)provision)of)power)over)80)kW) over)a)period)of)1)to)100)seconds) [30] .)They)are)suitable)for)use)in)uninterrupted) power)supply)systems)(such)as)those)in)large)data)centres))for)rideHthrough)power) necessary)during)transfer,)as)well)as)in)electric)vehicle)applications)(buses,)trams,) rail,)subways))and)in)lifting)devices)(e.g.)container)terminals)in)harbours).)They)can) also)be)used)for)grid)energy)storage)for)frequency)regulation) [11] .)For)example,) Beacon)Power's)flywheel)energy)storage)plant)in)New)York)aims)to)use)200)flywheels) networked)together)to)store)excess)energy)from)the)grid)and)dispense)it)when) needed) [34] .)In)addition,)this)technology)has)already)been)operating)in)remote)highH penetration)systems)in)Australia,)Antarctica)and)Europe)improving)power)quality) [35] .)The)islands)of)la)Graciosa)and)Flores)in)the)Azores)and)the)Coral)Bay)in)Western) Australia)among)others)are)relevant)case)studies) [36] .) *
2.3$High$energy$EES$technologies$
2.3.1-Compressed-air-energy-storage-(CAES)-
They)are)used)to)store)energy)during)periods)of)low)demand)and)release)the)stored) energy)during)periods)of)high)demand)(i.e.)loadHshifting).)These)systems)are)a) mature)storage)technology)for)highHpower,)longHterm)loadHleveling)applications,) which)is)suited)to)build)storage)systems)in)the)range)of)several)100MWh)or)more) [11] .)There)are)currently)two)large)CAES)systems)installed)worldwide,)which)are)used) for)peak)leveling)on)a)daily)basis.)The)first)is)in)Huntdorf,)Germany)with)a)discharge) power)of)290MW)and)the)other)one)in)Alabama,)USA)with)a)discharge)power)of) 110MW)[11,)25,)30,)37].)The)CAES)plant)in)Huntorf)has)a)roundtrip)efficiency)of) approximately)41%,)while)the)CAES)plant)in)Alabama)has)a)higher)efficiency)of)54%) [26] .)
In)addition)to)largeHscale)facilities,)CAES)can)also)be)adapted)for)use)in)distributed,) smallHscale)operations) [38] .)However,)technological)and)financial)risks)have) prevented)the)demonstration)of)CAES)at)distribution)level,)although)the)technology) is)well)understood) [2] .)More)specifically,)further)technology)development)needs)to) take)place)for)the)efficient)operation)of)the)compressor)and)the)heat)capture) system,)as)well)as)for)the)optimisation)of)air)turbines)and)expanders.)Furthermore,) the)investigation)for)advanced)materials)for)pressure)vessels)is)identified)as)a) research)need)for)the)greater)deployment)of)CAES)in)decentralised)applications) [39] .) As)regards)the)financial)obstacles,)the)investment)costs)remain)high)and)the) decentralised)smallHscale)CAES)installations)have)considerably)higher)operation)and) maintenance)costs)than)largeHscale)CAES)systems) [38,)39] .) Decentralised)smallHscale)CAES)systems)could)form)a)cluster)of)dispersed) installations)and)potentially)serve)as)Virtual)Power)Plants)(VPPs))at)the)distribution) level,)being)collectively)controlled)by)a)central)unit.)Their)interconnection)would) provide)higher)efficiency)and)flexibility.)In)addition,)distributed)CAES)systems)could) be)of)use)in)places)that)are)not)easily)accessible,)but)have)ample)renewable)energy) resources)for)electricity)generation.)According)to) [39] ,)several)companies)are) working)towards)increasing)the)technical)maturity)of)small)CAES)and)the) commissioning)of)the)first)distributed)CAES)pilot)plants)is)expected)to)occur)in)late) 2013.)Generally)the)economic)viability)of)CAES)is)questionable)at)present,)as)these) systems)are)currently)used)only)for)single)applications.)Therefore,)if)CAES)systems) are)capable)of)addressing)different)markets)simultaneously)in)the)future,)they)will) prove)their)economic)viability)and)make)a)good)business)case)for)energy)storage) [39] .)
With)regard)to)small)scale)CAES,)a)'compressed)air)battery')was)recently)developed) in)the)United)Kingdom) [39,)40] .)Each)module)of)this)new)technology)can)have)a) power)rating)of)up)to)200kW)and)it)can)provide)scalable)solutions)of)a)power)rating) in)the)MW)scale.)According)to)the)UK)company)PnuHPower)who)developed)the) technology,)compressed)air)batteries)can)be)used)in)UPS)and)standby)power) applications)and)are)already)being)used)by)the)UK)and)USA)National)Grids) [40] .)It)can) thus)be)an)efficient)flywheel)or)battery)alternative)for)such)applications.)The)roundH trip)efficiency)of)such)systems)is)over)80%) [39] )and)they)are)highly)reliable) [40] .)They) are)also)claimed)to)have)low)investment)and)running)costs,)low)maintenance) requirements,)fast)installation)and)very)low)environmental)impact) [40] .) -
2.3.2-Pumped@hydro-energy-storage-(PHS)-
This)is)the)oldest)kind)of)largeHscale)energy)storage)being)used)since)the)1890's)and) currently)accounts)for)95%)of)the)global)storage)capacity) [32] .)These)systems)have) installed)capacities)in)the)GW)range)and)are)typically)used)for)load)leveling)on)a)daily) basis) [11] .)Exhibiting)a)rapid)response)speed)(½H3mins),)they)also)serve)as)an) emergency)reserve)in)case)of)sudden)changes)in)demand)or)sudden)shutdowns)of) power)plants) [41] .)The)construction)time)for)such)systems)is)usually)over)10)years) [11,)42] .)Some)examples)of)pumpedHhydro)energy)storage,)according)to)[11,)29,)42],) are)the)Dinorwig)storage)system)in)North)Wales,)the)Tianhuangping)plant)in)China) and)a)plant)in)Thuringia,)Germany,)which)is)the)newest)one.)The)plant)in)Dinorwig) runs)on)average)at)74H75%)efficiency,)has)an)installed)power)capacity)of)1,650)MW) and)can)provide)power)for)up)to)6)hours)before)running)out)of)water) [43] .)The) Tianhuangping)pumped)storage)hydroelectric)project)according)to) [44] )is)the)biggest) of)its)kind)in)Asia.)It)has)a)total)installed)capacity)of)1,800)MW)and)an)overall)cycle) efficiency)of)70%.)The)two)pump)storage)reservoirs)of)this)system)have)a)difference) in)elevation)of)590m)and)both)have)a)storage)volume)of)8)million)m³.)Tianhuangping) plant's)mean)annual)output)is)30.14)x)10 2 )GWh) [44] .)The)pumped)hydro)system) located)on)Thuringia)has)a)power)capacity)of)1GW)and)can)provide)energy)at)this) rate)for)8)hours,)thus)8)GWh) [11] .) *
2.4$Electrochemical$storage$systems--
These)are)classified)into)two)groups;)systems)with)integrated)energy)storage)(e.g.) leadHacid)batteries,)NiCd)batteries,)NiMH)batteries,)LiHion)batteries,)NaS)batteries,) NaNiCl/ZEBRA)batteries))and)systems)with)external)energy)storage)(e.g.)VHredox,) ZnBr,)ZnHair)batteries,)hydrogen)storage)systems).)In)systems)with)external)energy) storage,)there)is)a)physical)separation)between)the)energy)conversion)unit)and)the) charged)active)material,)while)in)systems)with)integrated)energy)storage)the) charge/discharge)reaction)takes)place)directly)in)the)active)material,)so)no)spatial) separation)occurs)on)this)occasion.)Systems)with)external)storage)are)capable)of) being)independently)sized)for)power)and)energy)for)the)storage)facility,)whereas)in) systems)with)integrated)storage)the)available)charge/discharge)power)is)always) relative)to)the)energy)storage)capacity) [11] .) According)to) [38] ,)the)battery)technologies)that)can)be)used)for)largeHscale)energy) storage)in)stationary)applications)and)are)commercially)available)today)are)leadHacid,) NiCd)and)ZnBr)batteries.)However)attempts)have)recently)been)made)to)use) stationary)LiHion)batteries)in)utility)scale.)As)an)example,)a)12MW/3MWh)LiHion) battery)was)installed)in)Chile)in)2009) [26] .)The)battery)serves)for)frequency) regulation)and)contributes)to)the)efficient)management)of)fluctuations)in)demand.)
The)power)rating)of)a)large)battery)system)would)usually)be)in)the)range)of)100kWH 10MW,)and)the)battery)would)be)used)to)provide)balancing)services)in)the)electric) grid) [45] .)The)largest)stationary)NiCd)battery)operates)in)Alaska,)USA,)as)a)local) backup)system)[11,)37,)38].)NaS)batteries)have)the)potential)to)be)used)in)bulk) energy)storage)as)well)as)for)loadHleveling)purposes.)An)example)highlighting)this) potential)is)the)use)of)the)NaS)energy)storage)technology)in)the)island)of)Graciosa)in) the)Canary)Islands,)where)a)standHalone)renewable)energy)network)is)currently) being)developed) [46] .)As)regards)the)EES)facilities)on)the)island,)two)500)kW)NaS) battery)units)have)been)installed)for)largeHscale)storage.)
With)respect)to)the)battery)technologies)that)can)be)applied)to)distributed) generation,)these)are)leadHacid,)NaS,)NiCd,)LiHion,)ZnBr)and)redoxHflow)batteries.) MetalHair)rechargeable)batteries)and)especially)ZnHAir,)which)are)a)very)promising) technology,)are)currently)under)development.)They)have)the)potential)to)be)used) not)only)in)distributed)applications,)but)also)in)utilityHscale)energy)storage)and)are) expected)to)be)commercially)available)in)2013/2014)[47,)48].)Hydrogen)storage)used) with)either)a)hydrogen)fuel)cell)or)hydrogen)gas)turbine)is)also)available)for) distributed)energy)storage) [38] .)
As) [49] )observes,)none)of)the)currently)available)battery)technologies)can)meet)the) demanding)performance)requirements)of)the)grid,)which)are)very)high)power,)long) lifetime)and)very)low)cost.)A)recent)innovation)was)inspired)by)Sadoway,)who)is) working)on)a)gridHsize)battery)system)that)stores)energy)using)a)threeHlayer)liquidH metal)core.)It)is)a)high)temperature)Mg/Sb)battery)technology)and)is)said)to)be) inexpensive,)robust)and)incredibly)efficient.) It)is)apparent)that)some)technologies)have)a)few)overlapping)characteristics) regarding)their)applications,)but)on)the)whole)they)are)very)distinct)from)each)other.) The)parameters)explained)above)along)with)others)have)been)gathered)in)a) comprehensive)table,)including)information)for)each)of)the)EES)technologies) discussed)in)this)study.)Therefore,) Table) 2)is)the)main)outcome)of)this)study)and) includes)the)most)important)characteristics)of)EES)technologies. Comparisons*among*the*EES*technologies*and*their*characteristics*are*facilitated* through*the*use*of*Table*2*above.*For*instance,*let*us*assume*that*an*architect*is* asked*to*integrate*an*electricity*storage*system*in*a*remote*building*in*the* Mediterranean,*powered*by*photovoltaics.*The*system*would*serve*as*electricity* reserve*for*the*building*and*the*priority*that*the*owner*has*set*for*the*system*is* maximum*efficiency.* The*application*described*in*the*example*is*a*highBenergy*application,*so,*according* to*Table*2,*maximum*efficiency*is*provided*by*either*LiBion*or*NaNiCl*batteries*at* present,*with*LiBion*scoring*a*bit*higher.*For*convenience,*LiBion*and*NaNiCl*rows*of* Table* *LiBion*and*NaNiCl*technologies*as*most*favourable*ones*for*the*case* example* * LiBion*batteries*have*a*considerably*higher*energy*density*(indicated*in*bold)*than* NaNiCl*batteries,*which*results*to*a*lower*spatial*requirement*in*the*area*that*the* building*occupies.*This*may*not*be*an*issue*in*this*case*under*the*specific* assumptions,*as*there*will*possibly*be*enough*space*to*accommodate*either*of*the* two*systems;*the*lifetime*and*the*maintenance*requirements*though*may*need*to*be* considered,*as*the*building*is*located*in*a*remote*area.*NaNiCl*batteries*may*be*a* better*option*in*this*respect,*as*they*can*last*up*to*20*years,*while*LiBion*batteries*are* unlikely*to*exceed*15*years.*Hence,*the*replacement*time*will*luckily*be*higher*for*the* NaNiCl.*Regarding*maintenance,*both*technologies*score*high,*so*the*occupants*will* not*have*to*bother*about*calling*a*technician*for*this*purpose*or*about*the*associated* costs.*In*addition,*the*response*and*discharge*times*will*be*pretty*much*the*same*for* both*systems,*but*the*recharge*time*varies,*the*most*favourable*being*LiBion* batteries'.*Moreover,*NaNiCl*batteries*have*a*quite*high*selfBdischarge*per*day*(losses* due*to*heating),*which*could*cause*inconvenience*to*the*occupants*depending*on*the* battery's*frequency*of*use.* LiBion*batteries*seem*to*have*a*lead*over*NaNiCl*systems*so*far.*However,*there*are* huge*differences*on*the*investment*costs*of*these*two*technologies.*LiBion*is*far*more* expensive*than*NaNiCl,*which*is*a*point*that*would*perhaps*be*of*interest*to*the* owner.*In*this*instance,*the*power*costs*for*LiBion*and*NaNiCl*are*indicated*in*italic* and*bold#correspondingly.*Furthermore,*the*recyclability*rating*is*somewhat*higher* for*NaNiCl,*which*would*maybe*affect*the*decision*of*an*environmentally*conscious* owner.* As*a*matter*of*fact,*an*analysis*provided*by*[26]*regarding*a*similar*scenario*suggests* that*LiBion*and*NaNiCl*batteries*would*be*appropriate*storage*solutions*for*the* building*powered*by*photovoltaics,*which*confirms*the*findings*based*on*Table*2.*The* limitation*that*is*presented*for*NaNiCl*is*the*cycling*on*a*daily*basis*so*that*additional* heating*is*avoided,*while*for*the*LiBion*the*investment*costs*consist*a*concern* [26] .* The*interpretation*described*above,*which*is*based*on*the*information*provided*in* Table*2,*shows*that*it*is*unlikely*that*a*storage*technology*scores*high*in*all* parameters.*Moreover,*it*is*not*possible*to*state*univocally*that*a*certain*(battery)* storage*technology*is*better,*while*the*other*is*not.*Each*case*is*unique*and* depending*on*the*application*and*the*corresponding*parameters,*the*final*decision* can*vary.*In*any*case,*the*decision*making*process*towards*the*most*favourable* option*is*a*compromising*process.* *
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3.2$Opportunities$for$integration$of$EES$technologies$in$the$built$environment$
The*previous*sections*have*shown*that*there*are*many*options*for*storing*electrical* energy.*It*is*a*fact*though*that*no*single*storage*technology*can*fulfill*all* requirements;*yet,*as*[11]*observes,*there*are*storage*technologies*available*for*any* level*of*renewable*energy*penetration.*Therefore,*the*preferred*storage*solution*is* best*chosen*depending*on*the*application*requirements*such*as*energy*and*power* density,*discharge*time,*user*profile*and*others.* PumpedBhydro*(PHS),*CAES*systems*and*hydrogen*are*the*only*storage*technologies* available*for*high*power*and*energy*capacities*and*are*suitable*for*largeBscale*energy* storage,*although*energy*density*is*rather*low*for*PHS*and*CAES.*PumpedBhydro* energy*storage*systems*are*the*only*currently*feasible*largeBcapacity*storage* technology*for*long*discharge*times*(>1*day)*and*will*remain*the*most*efficient* technology,*while*CAES*need*to*be*developed*further* [26] .*In*addition,*PHS*and*CAES* are*dependent*on*suitable*geographical*locations,*which*are*generally* topographically*limited.* Among*the*largeBscale*solutions,*hydrogen*provides*the*highest*possible*energy* density*and*enables*storage*capacities*of*over*100GWh* [7,*26] .*Hydrogen*storage* used*with*either*a*fuel*cell*or*gas*turbine*can*currently*contribute*to*distributed* generation*and*exhibits*the*longest*discharge*time,*i.e.*days*to*months.*For*discharge* times*of*days*to*months,*according*to* [26] ,*no*electrical*energy*storage*technology* has*so*far*been*put*into*practical*operation.*In*this*respect,*the*development*of*new* storage*technologies*such*as*hydrogen*is*considered*to*have*a*high*potential.*The* technologies*suitable*for*applications*with*medium*discharge*time,*i.e.*minutes*to* hours,*are*mainly*electrochemical*EES,*such*as*leadBacid,*LiBion*and*NaS*batteries.* Flywheels*have*also*been*reported*to*be*suitable*for*such*applications* [26] .*PHS,* CAES*and*VBredox*batteries*are*situated*between*storage*systems*for*medium* discharge*times*and*hydrogen*storage.*All*high*power*storage*technologies*such*as* EDLCs,*SMES*and*flywheels*are*suitable*for*applications*with*short*discharge*times.** Requirements*for*up*to*approximately*10MW*for*maximum*6B8*hours*can*be* addressed*by*battery*type*solutions* [38] .*LeadBacid,*NiCd*and*ZnBr*batteries*could*be* used*for*either*bulk*energy*storage*or*distributed*generation.*LiBion,*NaS/NaNiCl*and* redoxBflow*batteries*are*mainly*suited*to*distributed*energy*storage*applications,* while*NaS*battery*storage*has*the*potential*to*be*used*in*largeBscale*energy*storage* as*well. The*available*energy*storage*technologies*for*power*quality*applications*at* present*are*leadBacid*batteries,*NaS*batteries,*flywheels,*SMES*and* supercapacitors/EDLCs,*while*LiBion*batteries*also*seem*to*be*a*promising*technology* for*such*applications* [13] .
ZnBair*is*the*technology*with*the*best*gravimetric#and#volumetric*energy#density,* which*means*that*they*are*the*lightest*option*and*occupy*the*least*space* [50] .*LiBion* batteries*are*also*a*very*good*option*in*this*respect,*while*PHS*systems*are*the*least* favourable*option.*Among*highBpower*technologies,*SMES*systems*have*the*highest* specific#power*of*500B2,000W/kg,*while*EDLCs*exhibit*an*exceptionally*high*power# density*in*the*range*of*40,000B120,000kW/m 3 .*Both*of*these*technologies*have*very* fast*response#times*too,*which*are*in*the*range*of*ms*(milliseconds).*Flywheels*and* LiBion*batteries*also*have*competitive*power*density*values,*while*VBredox*and*ZnBr* batteries*have*the*best*response*time,*which*is*less*than*1ms.* EDLCs*can*operate*over*a*wide*temperature#range*of*B45°C*to*85°C*and*in*various* environments,*such*as*hot,*cold*or*moist.*The*NaNiCl*battery*which*is*a*high* temperature*technology,*also*has*a*broad*temperature*range*of*B40°C*to*70°C.*NiCd* batteries,*like*NaNiCl,*are*capable*of*performing*well*even*at*low*temperatures* reaching*B40°C.*LeadBacid*batteries*typically*operate*at*about*27°C,*but*a*change*of* 5°C*or*more*can*reduce*the*life*of*the*battery*by*50%* [11,*51] .*Compared*to*leadBacid* and*flow*batteries,*LiBion*can*operate*in*a*wider*range*of*temperatures.*SMES*require* extremely*low*temperatures,*while*in*NaS*batteries*the*temperature*should*be*kept* at*high*levels,*around*300°C.*The*main*issue*associated*with*such*extreme* temperatures*(either*high*or*low)*is*that*a*conditioning*system*has*to*be*provided*in* order*to*maintain*the*desired*temperature,*which*will*use*the*storage*system's*own* stored*energy*for*its*operation.*For*PHS*and*CAES*systems,*it*assumed*that*they* operate*in*ambient*temperatures,*as*they*are*site*specific*and*use*existing*land* structures.* Flywheels*and*EDLCs*have*a*very*high*level#of#self9discharge*of*20B100%*and*2B40%* per*day*respectively.*Flywheels'*huge*selfBdischarge*rate*when*they*are*in*standby* mode*is*associated*with*air*resistance*and*bearing*losses.*NaS,*NaNiCl*and*SMES* systems*have*a*considerable*selfBdischarge*rate*of*10B20%*per*day*and*for*NaS*and* NaNiCl*this*is*attributed*to*the*high*operating*temperatures*that*are*required*in* order*for*the*energy*to*be*stored.*LeadBacid*and*LiBion*batteries*have*the*lowest*daily* selfBdischarge*rate*among*all*batteries*of*0.1B0.3%,*while*NiCd*technology*is*right* behind*them*with*a*range*of*0.2B0.6%.*In*addition,*PHS*and*CAES*systems*have*an* almost*negligible*selfBdischarge*rate.*ZnBr*flow*batteries*generally*have*very*low*selfB discharge*levels*too,*yet*they*could*discharge*about*1%*of*the*stored*energy*per*hour* when*the*pumps*are*running*at*maximum*speed*during*standby*periods* [42] .*What* should*be*generally*taken*into*consideration*in*energy*storage*planning*is*that*the* lower*the*selfBdischarge*rate*of*a*storage*technology,*the*longer*the*storage*period* the*technology*is*suitable*for* [4] .* With*regard*to*the*highBenergy*EES*technologies,*PHS*systems*can*operate*at* efficiencies*of*75B85%*and*the*use*of*adjustable*speed*machines*in*the*future*will* result*in*efficiency*improvements.*Diabatic*CAES*systems*currently*have*a*limited* roundBtrip*efficiency*of*less*than*55%,*however*a*new*plant*of*adiabatic*CAES,*which* is*scheduled*for*demonstration*in*2016,*is*expected*to*achieve*efficiencies*in*the* order*of*70%* [26] .*All*highBpower*EES*technologies,*i.e.*flywheels,*SMES*and*EDLCs,* are*characterized*by*their*high*overall*roundBtrip*efficiency,*which*is*in*the*range*of* 85B98%.*Among*the*electrochemical*storage*technologies,*LiBion*batteries*have*the* highest*efficiency,*which*is*claimed*to*be*over*90%,*even*reaching*a*98%.*Hydrogen's* overall*efficiency*is*low*compared*to*PHS*and*LiBion*due*to*the*many*energy* conversion*processes*taking*place,*and*is*generally*not*expected*to*exceed*50%*in* current*applications.* The*lifetime*of*an*EES*technology*can*be*given*either*in*years*or*in*cycles.*PHS*and* CAES*systems*have*the*longest*lifetimes,*which*are*in*the*range*of*50B100*and*25B40* years*respectively*as*[10,*11,*42]*argue,*while*rechargeable*batteries*such*as*leadB acid,*NiMH*and*ZnBr*have*a*relatively*limited*lifetime.*However,*some*manufacturers* claim*20*or*30*years*of*operating*life*for*ZnBr*batteries* [42] .*According*to* [26] ,*PHS,* CAES*and*EDLC*systems*have*nearly*unlimited*cycle*stability*while*flywheels*are*also* a*technology*with*a*very*long*cycle*life*ranging*from*100,000*to*10,000,000*cycles.* LeadBacid*batteries*have*by*far*the*longest*cycle*life*of*the*conventional*battery* technologies,*in*the*order*of*2,000*cycles,*but*LiBion,*NaS*and*particularly*VBredox* batteries*can*achieve*more*cycles*than*leadBacid.*ZnBair*batteries*seem*to*be*a* promising*technology,*as*their*typical*service*life*is*up*to*30*years.*Also*in*terms*of* cycle*life,*they*can*currently*achieve*over*2,000*cycles*and*they*are*expected*to*reach* a*cycle*life*in*the*order*of*some*tens*of*thousands*in*the*next*years* [48] .* Depending*on*system*design*there*are*two*costs*associated*with*EES*technologies.* With*regard*to*the*power#capacity#cost,*PHS*and*LiBion*batteries*with*500B3600€/kW* and*700B3000€/kW*respectively*are*currently*the*most*expensive*technologies.* However*in*hydrogen*storage,*apart*from*the*value*indicated*on*Table*2,*there*is*also* another*value*stated*in*the*literature*that*is*associated*with*fuel*cells.*So*according* to*[51]*the*cost*of*fuel*cells*is*in*the*range*of*500B8,000€/kW,*a*value*that*could* render*hydrogen*storage*the*most*expensive*option.*Such*high*cost*though*is* expected*to*reduce*as*the*technology*develops.*NaNiCl*batteries*which*cost*about* 100B200€/kW*is*the*most*economical*option,*while*flywheels*with*100B300€/kW*and* SMES*and*EDLCs*with*100B400€/kW*are*also*considered*lowBpriced*options.*As*far*as* energy#capacity#cost*is*concerned,*SMES,*flywheels*and*EDLCs*have*the*highest* investment*cost*of*some*thousands*€/kWh,*while*hydrogen*is*the*lowestBpriced* storage*option*with*only*1B15€/kWh.*CAES*systems*also*have*a*quite*low*cost*of* under*50€/kWh.* Apart*from*the*capital*costs,*the*operation*and*maintenance*(O&M)*costs*are*an* important*economic*factor*to*consider*for*EES*deployment.*Table*3*shows*the*annual* O&M*costs*of*EES*technologies.*O&M*costs*are*expressed*in*($/kWBy)*and*a* distinction*has*been*made*as*regards*O&M*costs*for*bulk*energy*storage,*distributed* generation*and*power*quality*applications.*For*hydrogen*energy*storage,*separate* O&M*values*are*provided*for*systems*using*a*fuel*cell*and*systems*using*a*gas* turbine.*O&M*costs*associated*with*the*electrolyzer*are*not*available*for*this* technology.* a *The*costs*are*specific*to*a*18kW/37kWh*flywheel*system*and*are*not*generic* b *The*costs*refer*to*either*high*or*low*speed*flywheel*system* * Based*on*the*available*literature,*it*seems*that*for*bulk*energy*storage*applications,* high*temperature*NaS*batteries*have*the*highest*O&M*costs*and*PbBacid*batteries* come*second.*With*regard*to*small*scale*distributed*systems,*flywheels*of*the* assumed*power*and*energy*ratings*are*significantly*expensive*to*run,*while*NiCd*and* LiBion*batteries*are*considered*to*score*high*in*terms*of*O&M*costs.*NaS,*VBRedox* and*ZnBr*systems*could*also*present*relatively*high*values*for*their*O&M*when*used* in*decentralised*generation.*For*power*quality*applications,*PbBacid,*LiBion*and*SMES* technologies*are*the*costliest*of*all*in*terms*of*O&M.* As*regards*the*spatial#requirements*for*each*technology,*it*seems*that*rechargeable* ZnBAir*systems*have*the*highest*potential*for*space*saving*in*the*future,*exhibiting*a* remarkably*high*energy*density*value.*Hydrogen*storage*has*the*highest*energy* density*among*the*currently*commercial*storage*technologies*and*also*a*very*small* footprint*of*0.005*to*0.06*m 2 /kWh.*ZnBAir*batteries*are*expected*to*be*introduced*to* the*market*in*2013/14.*Figure*4*below*presents*a*volume*comparison*considering*the* power*density*(Watts/litre*of*storage*facility)*and*energy*density*(WattBhours/litre*of* storage*facility)*of*each*EES*technology.*The*higher*the*power*and*energy*density,* the*lower*the*required*volume*for*the*storage*system.*In*other*words,*the*more* Watts*or*WattBhours*per*litre*of*storage*system*a*storage*technology*provides,*the* less*volume*it*will*require.*Highly*compact*EES*technologies*suitable*for*mobile* applications*can*be*found*at*the*top*right.*Large*area*and*volumeBconsuming*storage* systems*are*located*at*the*bottom*left.*PHS,*CAES*and*flow*batteries*have*a*low* energy*density*and*are*largeBarea*and*volume*consuming*storage*systems.*On*the* contrary,*LiBion*batteries*have*both*a*high*energy*density*and*high*power*density,* which*is*why*LiBion*is*currently*used*in*a*broad*range*of*applications.* * Figure*4:*Comparison*of*power*density*(Watts/litre*of*storage*facility)*and*energy* density*(WattBhours/litre*of*storage*facility)*of*EES*technologies* [26,*52]*(after*Schwunk*2011)* * EES*technologies*have*varying*environmental*impacts*and*most*of*them*score*high.* PHS*and*CAES*have*the*highest*environmental*impact,*as*both*and*require*a*largeB scale*infrastructure*and*are*dependent*on*specific*geographic*and*geological* structures* [42] .*Considering*the*potential*hazards*due*to*the*toxicity*of*the*materials* contained*in*some*technologies,*lead,*cadmium*and*bromine*found*in*leadBacid,*NiCd* and*ZnBr*batteries*respectively*are*considered*to*be*related*with*such*issues.* Flywheels*are*considered*to*have*the*smallest*environmental*impact*during*normal* operation,*as*they*have*no*significant*emissions*and*no*noise*disturbance*is*generally*
In Figure 2- There*is*a*wide*recharge#time*range*for*the*EES*technologies.*It*seems*that*the* conventional*and*the*advanced*batteries*need*the*most*time*to*be*fully*charged*once* they*are*fully*discharged,*as*nearly*all*need*some*hours*to*be*recharged.*Among*the* battery*technologies,*LiBion*batteries*can*have*the*lowest*recharge*time,*which* ranges*from*minutes*to*hours* [32] .*LeadBacid*and*NaS*batteries*have*the*longest* recharge*times,*which*cannot*be*less*than*8*hours* [42,*54] .*PHS*and*CAES*systems,* flywheels,*EDLCs*and*VBredox*batteries*may*require*a*period*of*some*minutes*to*be* recharged,*while*hydrogen*storage*systems*using*the*fuel*cell*technology*can*operate* continuously,*so*long*as*they*are*supplied*with*fuel*(H 2 )* [51] .* Another*characteristic*that*is*included*in*Table*2*is*the*memory#effect*associated* mainly*with*battery*storage.*This*is*explained*as*"a*reduced*discharge*capacity*when* the*battery*is*incompletely*discharged*and*recharged"* [32] .*In*other*words,*the* batteries*will*only*take*full*charge*after*a*series*of*full*discharges* [4] .*Memory*effect* is*a*disadvantage*of*NiCd*and*NaNiCl*batteries*and*is*associated*with*the*nickel*metal* that*these*technologies*contain.*According*to*[4]*proper*battery*management* procedures*can*help*to*mitigate*this*effect.* A*parameter*that*is*also*associated*with*batteries*is*the*critical#voltage.*Critical* voltage*or*cutoff*voltage*is*the*lowest*voltage*value*at*which*battery*discharge*is* considered*complete*and*it*is*usually*prescribed*so*as*to*allow*maximum*realization* of*the*useful*capacity*of*the*battery* [55,*56] .*If*the*battery*voltage*falls*below*this* value,*an*amount*of*the*battery*capacity*can*be*lost*or*even*the*battery*can*be* seriously*damaged* [56,*57] .*It*is*of*great*importance,*therefore,*to*end*the*discharge* of*the*battery*when*its*voltage*reaches*the*lowest*acceptable*value,*so*as*to*protect* it*from*overBdischarging.*This*will*subsequently*have*a*positive*impact*on*the*service* life*of*the*battery* [58] .*LiBion*batteries*have*the*highest*critical*cell*voltage*of*3.0V,* while*a*ZnBr*cell's*critical*voltage*is*found*to*be*as*low*as*0.17B0.3V*[56B60].* Depending*on*the*nominal*voltage*of*the*battery*cell,*the*cell*should*not*go*below*a* certain*percentage*of*no*load,*fullBcharge*voltage.*For*example,*LiBion*cells'*nominal* voltage*is*4.2V,*which*means*that*LiBion*batteries'*voltage*is*not*supposed*to*go* below*71%*of*no*load,*fullBcharge*voltage.*In*the*same*way,*ZnBr*batteries'*voltage* levels*should*remain*over*10B17%*of*their*no*load,*fullBcharge*voltage*(ZnBr*nominal* cell*voltage*at*1.8V).*VBRedox*and*ZnBair*technologies*also*have*relatively*low*cutoff* voltage*values*per*cell*[61B64].* LiBion*and*NaNiCl*batteries*are*maintenanceBfree*technologies*as* [42] *observe.* Supercapacitors*also*have*very*low*to*no*maintenance*requirements*according*to* [10,*42]*and*[26]*respectively.*There*are*quite*a*few*technologies*that*require*high* maintenance*and*these*are*hydrogen,*NiCd,*NiMH*and*ZnBr*batteries*[38,*42,*65].* The*rest*of*the*technologies*have*relatively*low*maintenance*requirements.* Most*technologies*are*found*to*be*recyclable;*some*of*them*in*a*bigger*extent,*while* others*in*a*smaller*one.*LeadBacid*batteries*have*a*great*recyclability,*as*more*than* 97%*of*all*battery*lead*can*be*recycled* [66] .*NaS,*NaNiCl,*VBredox*and*ZnBr*batteries* also*have*very*high*recyclability.*The*other*technologies*are*considered*to*have*a* medium*recyclability,*while*hydrogen*storage*is*assumed*to*have*the*lowest* recyclability*rating.* The#technical#maturity*achieved*for*each*technology*is*shown*quantitatively*and*the* EES*technologies*can*be*classified*into*three*categories:*mature*technologies,* technologies*of*medium*maturity*and*technologies*in*an*early*development*stage.* Only*PHS*and*leadBacid*batteries,*which*have*been*used*for*over*100*years,*are* currently*mature*and*wellBresearched*technologies*and*available*for*high*and* medium*power*ranges*and*energy*capacities*respectively.*CAES,*flywheels,*SMES,* EDLCs,*NiCd,*LiBion,*NaS,*NaNiCl*and*flow*batteries*are*technologies*of*medium* technical*maturity*regarding*largeBscale*applications,*while*NiCd,*NiMH,*LiBion*and* NaNiCl*batteries*exhibit*considerable*maturity*in*portable*or*mobile*applications.* Regarding*largeBscale*deployment,*these*technologies*are*technically*developed*and* commercially*available,*but*their*competitiveness*and*reliability*still*need*to*be* proven,*as*there*are*very*few*actual*examples*of*their*deployment* [4] .*Hydrogen,* SMES*and*ZnBAir*batteries*are*still*under*development,*while*their*technical* suitability*for*various*applications*has*already*been*tested.*It*was*not*until*very* recently*that*hydrogen*and*SMES*storage*technologies*were*commercialised.*ZnBAir* batteries*are*expected*to*be*commercialised*in*2013/2014.*Moreover,*according*to* [3] ,*technical*maturity*is*found*to*be*inversely*proportional*to*the*cost*and*this*is* possibly*due*to*mass*production*and*the*learning*effect.*There*is*currently*a*great* deal*of*research*and*development*around*for*all*EES*technologies*aiming*at* increasing*their*technical*maturity*levels*and*at*commercialising*advanced*modules.* Consequently*the*competition*among*the*top*manufacturing*companies*in*the* electricity*storage*market,*who*can*be*found*in*[42,*67]*is*tight*and*can*potentially* lead*to*rapid*developments*in*this*field.* Regarding*the*flexibility*of*the*discussed*technologies,*not*all*storage*systems*are* transportable,*meaning*that*some*have*to*be*constructed*on*site,*while*others*can* be*preBconstructed*and*then*transferred*to*the*desired*area.*The*technologies*that* have*the*limitation*of*nonBtransportability*are*PHS,*CAES*and*VBredox*batteries.*All* other*technologies*can*be*transported*to*the*desired*site*under*specific*safety* conditions.* Comparing*the*cumulative#energy#demand*of*the*technologies*for*which*there*were* sufficient*data*in*the*literature,*leadBacid*batteries*have*the*lowest*value*of*652* MJ/kWh.*ZnBair*batteries*are*the*second*most*sustainable*option*with*a*value*of*710* MJ/kWh,*while*flywheels*are*found*to*have*the*highest*energy*demand*for*their* material*supply*with*an*exceptionally*high*value*of*30,449*MJ/kWh.* The*comparison*among*the*storage*technologies*above*makes*clear*that*no*single* EES*technology*scores*high*in*all*the*parameters*discussed.*For*example,*batteries*of* one*type*or*the*other*can*address*all*application*areas,*although*they*are*not*always* the*least*expensive*option* [38] .*LiBion*batteries*offer*good*power*capability,*high* energy*density,*high*efficiencies,*light*weight*and*small*footprint,*but*they*are*still* expensive*and*also*further*R&D*is*required*to*prove*their*suitability*for*largeBscale* applications*including*solar*and*wind*plants.*There*are*also*safety*issues*associated* with*their*operation,*as*is*the*case*for*NiCd*and*NaS*batteries.*High*temperature* NiCd*and*NaNiCl*batteries*also*suffer*from*memory*effect.*In*addition,*leadBacid* batteries*are*a*stateBofBtheBart*technology*for*PV*energy*storage*and*UPS*systems* and*currently*have*the*lowest*invest*per*kWh.*However,*they*have*a*relatively*limited* lifetime*and*the*image*of*"old"*technology* [7] .*ZnBair*batteries*potentially*offer*high* gravimetric*and*volumetric*energy*density*and*low*materials*cost,*but*they*suffer* from*low*roundBtrip*efficiencies*compared*to*other*battery*systems*and*there*is*no* such*system*available*in*the*market*yet.*RedoxBflow*batteries*are*versatile*systems* and*an*interesting*option*for*bulk*energy*storage,*but*further*development*is* required*so*that*their*suitability*for*such*applications*is*demonstrated.*They*also* have*a*very*low*power*density.* PHS*and*CAES*systems*have*long*lifetimes*and*practically*unlimited*cycle*stability,*but* they*are*dependent*on*suitable*topographical*conditions.*Therefore*they*have*a*high* environmental*impact,*as*they*require*large*areas*of*land,*possibly*substituting*the* existing*land*use.*Moreover,*hydrogen*storage*is*considered*to*be*a*promising* technology*regarding*storage*of*large*amounts*of*energy*up*to*the*TWh*range*and* for*very*long*periods*of*time,*but*the*its*overall*efficiency*is*still*low.* Flywheels*have*excellent*cycle*stability*and*long*lifetime,*high*power*density,*high* efficiency*and*low*maintenance*requirements,*yet*they*can*lose*all*their*stored* energy*within*one*day*if*they*are*in*standby*mode.*SMES*devices*have*a*very*fast* response*time,*rapid*discharge*rates*and*the*highest*power*density*among*highB power*EES*technologies,*but*they*are*very*sensitive*to*temperature.*EDLCs*are* capable*of*operating*over*a*broad*temperature*range,*have*long*lifetime,*little* maintenance,*very*fast*charging*and*discharging*times,*but*also*very*low*specific* energy*values.* Therefore,*several*factors*should*be*taken*into*consideration*when*planning*the* integration*of*a*storage*system*in*the*built*environment.*As*[32]*observe,*the* selection*of*the*most*preferable*technology*for*a*specific*application*depends*on*the* size*of*the*system,*the*specific*service,*the*electricity*sources*and*the*marginal*cost* of*peak*electricity.*Moreover,*according*to* [68] ,*the*socioBeconomic*acceptability*of* the*storage*system*could*constitute*a*challenge*in*the*case*of*EES*at*community* level.* #
3.3$Metal$resource$availability$
The*limited*quantity*of*minerals*and*resources*on*Earth*along*with*the*world*metal* resource*consumption*rate*has*a*direct*impact*on*the*availability*regarding*the* metals*used*in*EES*technologies.*This*is*quite*likely*to*affect*the*deployment*of* certain*EES*technologies*in*the*long*term.* Table* 4*shows*the*available*time*frame*of*metals*associated*with*EES*technologies*in* the*future*according*to*their*current*consumption*rates.*Most*metal*reserves*and* especially*those*with*high*substitutability*are*unlikely*to*run*out*over*the*coming* decades.*In*other*words,*EES*technologies*such*as*PHS,*CAES,*flywheels,*EDLCs*and* SMES*have*a*flexibility*regarding*the*suitable*metals*for*their*construction*and*thus*a* considerably*lower*risk*in*terms*of*material*supply*shortage.* On*the*other*hand,*Mg/Sb,*leadBacid,*ZnBr*and*ZnBAir*batteries*may*be*the*first*to* face*supply*shortage*as*they*contain*irreplaceable*metals.*According*to* [65] ,*there* would*only*be*approximately*10*years*of*available*supply*reserves*for*Antimony*and* around*20*years*of*reserves*for*Lead*and*Zinc.* However,*several*factors*such*as*technology*improvements,*the*use*of*alternative* materials*and*the*discovery*of*new*reserves*can*affect*minerals'*consumption*rates* in*the*future.*Hence,*their*date*of*depletion*is*a*moving*target*and*an*EES*technology* should*not*be*discounted*as*an*option*solely*because*of*lack*of*alternatives* [3] .*In* addition,*the*recycling*of*the*metals*is*expected*to*play*an*important*role*in* extending*their*time*frame*and*in*mitigating*potential*environmental*impacts.* #
3.4#Worldwide#scale#of#EES#installations#
There*are*a*number*of*electricity*storage*installations*worldwide,*addressing*a*wide* range*of*applications.*Figure*5*shows*the*worldwide*installed*storage*capacity*of* systems*used*in*electricity*grids.# * Figure*5:*Worldwide*installed*storage*capacity*for*electrical*energy*[12]* * According*to*figure*5,*PHS*systems*currently*hold*by*far*the*biggest*share,*with*a* worldwide*installed*capacity*of*127,000*MW.*PHS*plants*represent*about*3%*of*the* global*generation*capacity*and*account*for*over*99%*of*the*total*installed*storage* capacity.*The*remaining*storage*capacity*of*less*than*1%*belongs*to*CAES*systems* with*440*MW*installed,*NaS*batteries*with*316*MW*installed*and*other*technologies* totalling*less*that*85*MW* [12] .*As*regards*the*three*most*widely*used*EES*systems,* approximately*270*PHS*plants*are*currently*in*operation*or*under*construction* [70] ,* only*2*CAES*systems*have*been*installed*[11,*12,*25,*26,*30,*37]*and*about*223*NaS* systems*are*operational* [26] .*Moreover,*PHS*systems*have*been*installed*in*several* locations,*such*as*in*Europe,*USA,*China,*India*and*Japan.*The*two*CAES*units*are* located*in*USA*and*Germany,*while*NaS*installations*can*be*found*in*Japan,*Germany,* France,*USA*and*UAE* [26,*70] .*As*it*is*anticipated*though,*a*larger*need*for*EES*will* emerge*in*the*future,*and*as*a*consequence*a*larger*quantity*of*EES*systems*will*be* installed*around*the*globe.* Given*the*large*introduction*of*renewable*energy*technologies,*the*International* Energy*Association*(IEA)*projects*that*an*installed*EES*capacity*of*189*GW*or*305*GW* will*be*needed*by*2050* [71] .*The*different*capacity*numbers*depend*on*the*variation* of*output*from*renewable*resources,*which*in*the*two*cases*was*assumed*to*be*15%* and*30%*respectively.*Bearing*in*mind*that*the*total*EES*capacity*today*is*127*GW,* IEA's*estimation*for*the*two*scenarios*translates*to*1.5#or*over*two*times#as*much*of* today's*EES.*A*high*number*of*EES*systems*are*likely*to*be*installed*in*Western* Europe*and*China,*as*in*these*areas*a*rapid*deployment*of*renewable*energy* technologies*is*expected*to*emerge* [71] .*Furthermore,*if*the*batteries*of*electric*cars* are*used*to*inject*and*absorb*electrical*energy*to*and*from*the*grid*as*needed,*the* projected*worldwide*EES*capacity*by*2050*can*be*lower.*In*case*this*concept*is* adopted,*the*EES*capacity*can*be*decreased*from*189*GW*to*122*GW*or*from*305* GW*to*280*GW.* # 3.5#EES#current#market#status#and#future#trends#
3.5.1$Emerging$EES$applications$
Commercial*deployment*has*been*achieved*so*far*for*some*EES*applications* concerning*utility*use*and*consumer*use.*For*instance,*as*regards*utility*use,*PHS*and* CAES*are*currently*being*used*for*time*shifting*purposes*and*power*quality.*In* addition,*LiBion*and*PbBacid*batteries*are*used*today*to*provide*more#efficient*use*of* the*power*network,*to*provide*utilities*with*emergency*power*supply*or*to*meet*the* varying*demand*in*isolated*grids.*As*for*consumer*use,*NaS*batteries*are*currently* used*in*large*factories,*commercial*buildings*and*schools*providing*load*leveling*as* well*as*improved*reliability*and*quality*of*power*supply* [26] .** Electricity*storage*will*continue*to*be*used*for*these*applications*in*the*future*and*it* will*serve*some*new*applications*too.*The*new*applications*include*the*expansion*of* renewable*energy*generation,*the*smart*grid*and*the*electrification*of*the*transport* sector,*which*all*will*be*of*great*importance*to*the*built*environment*of*the*future.*In* fact,*storage*applications*will*be*primarily*used*in*combination*with*renewable* energy*generation*and*the*energy*storage*market*is*expected*to*increase*20Bfold* between*2010*and*2020* [32] .*Renewable*energy*will*be*able*to*be*stored*in*the*kW,* MW*and*GW*scales*through*centralised*or*decentralised*systems*and*as* [26] * observes,*there*will*be*an*increase*in*distributed*generation,*where*consumption*and* generation*are*typically*close*together.* With*the*development*of*smart*grids,*the*electricity*network*will*change*from* passive*to*active*including*consumer*participation* [7,*26] .*In*other*words,*instead*of* power*flows*in*one*direction*only*Bfrom*centralised*plants*to*consumersB*there*will* be*biBdirectional*power*flows*contributing*to*the*efficient*and*rational*management* of*the*overall*power*system* [2] .*Electricity*storage*on*this*occasion*will*help*enhance* frequency*control*capability*and*can*also*be*used*for*demandBside*management* purposes.*For*smart*grid*applications,*PbBacid,*NaS,*LiBion*and*VBRedox*batteries*are* considered*to*have*high*potential.*Smart*buildings*that*will*form*part*of*smart*grids* are*expected*to*play*a*key*role*in*the*future*intelligent*power*networks.*Hence,*the* concept*of*the*Smart*House,*which*is*designed*to*use*energy*more*efficiently,* economically*and*reliably,*is*also*expected*to*integrate*EES*technologies* [72] .*Figure* 6*schematically*represents*the*concept*of*the*Smart*House.*Currently*leadBacid* batteries*are*mainly*used*in*smart*houses,*but*in*the*future*LiBion*or*NaNiCl*batteries* in*particular*are*expected*to*play*an*important*role*because*of*their*high*cycle* lifetime*and*their*high*peak*power*capability* [5] .* [26] ,*the*emerging*interaction*of*the*electricity* supply*system*and*the*transport*sector*is*an*important*point*to*address*for*a* sustainable*future.*Therefore,*largeBscale*decentralised*energy*storage*could*be* achieved*through*the*use*of*the*battery*bank*in*plugBin*hybrid*and*full*electric* vehicles;*and*this*is*a*means*for*using*existing*storage*systems*to*supply*the*electric* grid.*The*vehicles*could*assist*when*the*peak*load*in*the*grids*occurs,*through*their* charge*and*discharge*power*capability,*so*any*diurnal*fluctuations*could*be*easily* resolved*[11,*37,*73].*Today*PbBacid*and*NIMH*batteries*are*mainly*used*in*hybrid* renewable energy sources. EES can reduce the mismatch between their power demand and their own power generation.
3) In specific situations such as interruption of power supply, most on-site renewable generators have problems in isolated operation because of the uncontrollable generation output. EES may be a solution. The concept of the Smart House is proposed in order to use energy more efficiently, economically and reliably in residential areas.
EES technologies are expected to play an important role.
1) The consumer cost of electricity consists of a demand charge (kW) and an energy charge (kWh). Load levelling by EES can suppress the peak demand; however, charge/discharge loss will simultaneously increase the amount of electricity consumed. Consumers may be able to reduce electricity costs by optimizing EES operation. vehicles.*However,*as*LiBion*batteries*are*becoming*technically*more*attractive*and* are*ideally*suited*for*both*hybrid*and*electric*vehicle*applications,*it*is*anticipated* that*they*will*play*a*central*role*in*the*electrification*of*transport.*NaNiCl*batteries* could*also*be*used*in*pure*electric*vehicles*and*preferably*in*fleet*vehicles* [11,*30] .* $ 3.5.2$Hybrid$EES$systems$ As*each*storage*technology*has*its*own*strengths*and*weaknesses,*complementary* EES*technologies*can*be*coupled*to*form*hybrid*systems,*so*as*to*increase*the*range* of*services*that*a*singe*storage*system*can*provide.*For*example,*batteries*could*be* used*in*conjunction*with*other*electricity*storage*technologies,*such*as*EDLCs*[10,*13,* 26,*32,*42];*flywheels*could*be*possibly*used*in*combination*with*technologies*that* deliver*higher*energy,*such*as*pumped*hydro*systems*or*batteries* [39] ;*SMES*could* be*coupled*with*hydrogen*storage*[39,*74];*or*CAES*could*synergise*with*flywheels*to* increase*their*response*time*and*deliver*power*in*milliseconds* [42,*75] .*By*combining* different*technologies*on*the*same*storage*site,*benefits*can*be*maximised*and*costs* can*be*reduced.*Usually*a*high*power*EES*technology*is*coupled*with*a*high*energy* one,*so*as*to*benefit*from*the*complementarity*of*the*characteristics*that*each*one* has.* A*potential*future*applicable*storage*solution*that*has*been*proposed*and* investigated*by*two*German*Institutes*is*a*hybrid*system*combining*SMES*and* liquefied*hydrogen*storage,*called*LIQHYSMES* [74] .*Hydrogen*with*its*high*energy* density*is*a*good*candidate*for*bulk*energy*longBterm*energy*storage.*Though*it*has* limited*capability*of*handling*shortBterm*fluctuations*for*periods*of*seconds*and*also* has*relatively*slow*discharge*and*low*cycle*efficiency.*In*order*for*this*requirement*to* be*addressed,*SMES*with*fast*charge*and*discharge*at*higher*efficiencies*could*be*an* additional*storage*option*to*hydrogen.*Therefore,*SMES,*as*high*power*EES*option,* can*fill*this*gap,*covering*the*shortBterm*fluctuations*and*addressing*the*power* quality*aspect.* Simulations*indicated*that*the*LIQHYSMES*system*is*capable*of*dealing*with*strong* fluctuating*imbalances*between*supply*and*demand*for*a*variety*of*time*scales*from* hours*to*seconds* [74] .*Consequently,*it*could*be*used*for*the*largeBscale*grid* integration*of*intermittent*renewable*energy*sources*providing*both*longBterm* energy*balancing*and*shortBterm*power*quality*and*frequency*regulation.* Hybrid*storage*systems,*such*as*the*one*described*above*are*expected*to*provide* increased*operational*safety,*greater*efficiencies,*improved*lifetime*and*reduced* costs*[39,*74],*so*the*use*of*multifunctional*hybrid*EES*systems*is*considered*to*be*a* favourable*option*in*the*future.*However,*further*research*and*development*need*to* be*undertaken*so*that*their*feasibility*is*demonstrated*in*multiple*applications.* Moreover,*the*establishment*of*a*joint*platform*involving*different*actors*of*the* storage*arena,*such*as*research*institutes,*manufacturers*and*utilities,*could*provide* the*interdisciplinary*collaboration*which*is*needed*to*make*further*progress*in*this* field* [39] .* *
3.5.3$EES$deployment$potential$
As*regards*the*deployment*potential*of*electricity*storage*in*the*future,*the*market* volume*is*dependent*on*how*the*renewable*energy*ratio*will*develop*and*also*varies* regionally.*In*addition,*technological*advances*and*cost*reductions*will*enable*the* rapid*growth*of*the*EES*market* [26] .*Conventional*bulkBenergy*storage*technologies,* such*as*PHS*and*CAES*seem*to*be*favourable*as*they*can*be*coupled*with*large*wind* farms*or*large*solar*photovoltaic*power*plants*and*provide*electrical*energy*for* periods*from*a*couple*of*hours*to*one*day.*Yet*some*countries,*such*as*Germany*and* Japan* [26] ,*may*be*faced*with*lack*of*appropriate*geographical*formations*for*the* application*of*such*large*systems,*so*this*again*highlights*that*the*EES*deployment* potential*is*area*dependent.*Moreover,*due*to*the*high*number*of*pumped*hydro* plants*already*deployed,*it*is*estimated*that*there*is*only*about*25%*of*the*total* potential*for*hydropower*in*Europe*left*today* [42] .*According*to* [76] ,*experts* estimate*that*the*market*line*for*advanced*PHS*systems*capable*of*being*integrated* holistically*into*the*future*smart*grid*ranges*from*3*to*10*years.*As*for*compressed*air* storage,*adiabatic*CAES,*whose*reliability*and*viability*will*be*demonstrated*in*the* following*years,*might*be*able*to*be*commercialised*in*2020.*In*line*with*compressed* air*storage,*the*commercialisation*of*liquid*air*storage,*whose*concept*has*been* proven*on*industrial*scale,*is*likely*to*emerge*in*2020's* [26] .* For*the*MW/MWh*scale,*rechargeable*batteries*such*as*LiBion,*NaS*and*VBredox* technologies*are*expected*to*be*widely*used,*providing*electricity*for*some*hours*or* days.*Especially*for*LiBion*systems,*due*to*their*future*potential*expansion*of*uses,* such*as*in*portable*electronics,*in*electric*mobility*or*in*distributed*and*stationary* storage,*one*would*think*that*careful*consideration*should*be*given*with*respect*to* the*lithium*resource*availability*[26,*69,*76].*Interestingly,*however,*studies*show* that*even*by*employing*the*highest*demand*scenario*for*lithium*technology,*by*2100,* only*half*of*the*currently*available*lithium*resources*will*be*needed* [42] .*Generally* for*battery*technologies,*according*to* [76] ,*it*is*anticipated*that*a*period*of*5*to*15* years*will*be*needed*for*their*wide*deployment*in*decentralized*and*centralized* systems.* For*longer*periods*of*days*to*months,*hydrogen*is*considered*to*be*appropriate,*but* further*development*needs*to*take*place.*Therefore,*hydrogen*is*unlikely*to*be* among*the*key*technologies*in*electrical*energy*storage*in*the*near*future,*as*it*does* not*have*high*storage*efficiencies.*High*efficiencies,*however,*are*considered*to*be*a* prerequisite*for*efficient*electricity*storage* [11,*37] .*Under*these*circumstances,* experts'*estimates*as*to*how*long*it*will*take*for*hydrogen*storage*to*be*commercially* available*in*large*volumes*vary*from*10*to*40*years.* Distributed*storage*through*batteries*in*electric*vehicles*is*anticipated*to*attract* interest*in*the*future*EES*market,*but*these*alone*will*not*be*able*to*cover*100%*of* the*future*storage*demand* [26] .*The*emergence*of*this*sector*is*expected*to*give*a* considerable*boost*to*the*further*development*of*battery*technologies* [76] ,*creating* various*opportunities*for*collaboration*among*existing*and*new*actors*in*the*field.* Hence,*there*is*a*high*market*potential*for*such*technologies*in*the*future*and* perhaps*the*extensive*research*and*development*leads*to*the*emergence*of*new*and* more*advanced*battery*systems.* Figure*7*shows*EES*technologies'*present*and*future*feasibility*for*specific* applications*indicating*which*ones*need*further*research*and*development.* # Figure*7:*EES*present*feasibility,*future*potential,*need*for*further*research*and* development*[26,*52]*(after*Schwunk*2011)* * In*addition*to*what*has*been*discussed*above,*and*according*to*Figure*7,*LiBion* technology*will*be*ideal*for*a*range*of*applications*being*the*most*versatile*of*all.*As* the*Panasonic*Group*observe* [5] ,*LiBion*battery*market*is*expected*to*have*a*steady* increase*in*the*future*including*both*smallB*and*largeBscale*applications.*Further* research*and*development*is*needed*though,*so*as*to*reduce*costs*and*achieve*mass* production.*Along*with*LiBion,*CAES,*VBRedox*and*hydrogen*systems*all*used*for*time* Given these studies, In addition to the conclusions above, Table 4-1 shows that Li-ion has great potential for production to achieve cost effectiveness.
CAES, RFB and H 2 applicable to utility use for time shifting also need further development and mass production to achieve cost effectiveness. HFB and SNG, also potentially applicable to this application, need further fundamental research and development to achieve reliable and cost- Given these studies, In addition to the conclusions above, Table 4-1 shows that Li-ion has great potential for production to achieve cost effectiveness.
CAES, RFB and H 2 applicable to utility use for time shifting also need further development and mass production to achieve cost effectiveness. HFB and SNG, also potentially applicable to this application, need further fundamental research and development to achieve reliable and cost- Given these studies, In addition to the conclusions above, Table 4-1 shows that Li-ion has great potential for many applications, but needs further careful production to achieve cost effectiveness. CAES, RFB and H 2 applicable to utility use for time shifting also need further development and mass production to achieve cost effectiveness. HFB and SNG, also potentially applicable to this application, need further fundamental research and development to achieve reliable and costeffective products.
